
AGM 635-642 CNC



Autor Macchine is glad to introduce the new CNC automatic multispindle

lathes with bar pass of 35 and 42 diameter.

The new project focuses on the flexibility, the precision,

the decrease in the set up time and

the reduction of the investment and maintenance costs.

The development of the new attachments designed

specifically for AGM 635-642, increases the range of its possible uses.

Autor AGM 635-642 CNC

CNC NUM FLEXIUM 68 PLUS

ISO Programming
15’’ LCD color display
Archive memory SSD 16GB
Internet-Ethernet connection
USB port on the operator control panel
User friendly designed interface
Ability to manage up to 64 axis
Telephone costumer service
Adjustable operator panel  with ergonomic controls
Portable operator panel with 5’’ touch screen display

Portable operator panel

Human machine interface



Low management costs

Flexibility and precision

Easy and fast set up

Modular system for frontal attachments



Autor AGM 635-642 CNC

Work zone pos. 3-4

Front spindles with
universal support system



Additional frontal X Axis

Work zone pos. 6
cut and pick off



Machine configurations

CN attachments

Attachments and tool holders for pick off back working slide

C axis on main spindles Spindle stop

Polygon milling attachment

Radial slide on frontal spindle (U axis)

Unit with two spindles rotating on Y axis

Radial slide on frontal spindle with rotating 

attachment (U axis)

Multi-tool turret Pick off tool holder



Pre-settable tool holder systems

• Tool holders and frontal spindles with KENNAMETAL KM system

• Tool holders and frontal spindles with SANDVIK Capto system

• Tool holders with SST Autor system and frontal spindles with ISO 40 conical connection

Universal support system and frontal attachments

Frontal milling attachment

Frontal spindleUniversal support

Broaching attachment

Drilling head with 3 or 4 spindles

 Drilling head with 2 spindles Frontal Rotating spindle with

adjustable eccentricity

Milling head with 3 or 4 spindles



TECHNICAL DATA

Via Pandini, 8 - 24126 Bergamo - ITALY
Tel +39 035 310054 - Fax +39 035 319032
Email info@autor.it - www.autor.it

Numeric control: Num Flexium 68

Main motor: asynchronous motor 15 kW
Main spindle speed: 200-4000 rpm

Indexing and auxiliary camshaft motor: 9.8 Nm 3.1 kW
Index time: 1 sec

Threading attachment motor: 22 Nm 9.8 kW
Maximum speed of standard threading attachment: 6000 rpm
Maximum speed of heavy threading attachment: 4000 rpm

Maximum speed of main spindle on C axis: 3600 rpm
Maximum torque of main spindle on C axis: 15.75 Nm

Axial slides stroke on Z axis: 100 mm
Axial slides linear power: 2700 N
Axial slides linear speed: 15 m/min

Radial slides stroke on X axis pos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5: 75 mm
Radial slides linear power: 2700 N
Radial slides linear speed: 15 m/min

Cutting slide stroke on X axis: 120 mm
Cutting slide linear power on X axis: 2050 N
Cutting slide linear speed on X axis: 20 m/min

Frontal spindles stroke on Z axis: 250 mm
Frontal spindles linear power: 3560 N
Frontal spindles linear speed: 20 m/min

Pick off stroke on Z axis: 250 mm
Pick off linear power on Z axis: 3560 N
Pick off linear speed on Z axis: 20 m/min

Back working slide stroke on X axis: 120 mm
Back working slide linear power on X axis: 2050 N
Back working slide linear speed on X axis: 20 m/min
Number of tools with a standard tool holder: 3

Maximum speed of pick off on C axis: 4500 rpm
Maximum torque of pick off on C axis: 12.6 Nm

Additional X axis stroke 25mm
Additional X axis stroke (rotating) 9mm

*Technical data are not binding and can be adjusted without notice


